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Abstract
The purpose of this dissertation is to document the creation of a new music notation
called KeyMusic for the ASCII/QWERTY keyboard on any computer platform. This nota-
tion is designed to enable those without musical training the ability to participate in music
making. Creation of the notation is traced from its conception to the application of HCI
(Human Computer Interaction) usability criteria to establish its efficacy for users. All of
the pieces notated in this format so far, are transcriptions from traditional folk song and
arrangements of classical melodies. The development of a chromatic, polytonal, multitim-
bral laptop instrument which is designed to display the notation onscreen while the user
plays the chosen part is also documented as a proof of concept instrument in Max.
vi
Introduction
As we approach the first score of years in the 21st century, there are still enough of us
left whose life work has been based in a musical world without the technology which has
become so recently ubiquitous. Things are changing. Even more importantly, people are
changing. It is hard to imagine that we now have an entire generation of young adults who
have never known a musical world without computers or the ability to instantly record and
listen to any music they desire.
Music making is a human imperative that has been dissected by cognitive scientists,
analyzed by educators and most recently replicated through machine learning. While we
should not dwell in the past, we should also recognize that people will be creative with
whatever tools are at their disposal. It is up to us then to give them a modern means to
access the creativity of those who have come before them while still being aware of present
day technological wonders and obstacles. We, as humans, are losing the joy and challenge
of playing music alone or as a group. If we are not vigilant, music as a cultural expression
will increasingly become solely a spectator sport whose only participants are those with
recognized inherent abilities.
It is time to revisit notational practice.
The development of Western musical notation is a process that has evolved over the
course of a millennium. For much of this time, the elegant graphical representation of
sound and silence by means of a staff, notes, rests, clefs and all of the symbology associated
with musical communication has served us well; that is to say, until the middle of the 20th
Century or so.
In the 21st Century our music production has become more involved with the use of
computers, synthesis and machine learning. We can use our new technology to overcome one
of the greatest barriers to universal music making which is that of reading music notation.
Traditional notation does not lend itself to the intuitive application of any contemporary
skillset. This initial hurdle can be overcome by the creation of a notation that is more
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approachable by the greatest number of people interested in music making.
The focus of this dissertation is the creation of music notation for the ASCII/QWERTY
keyboard that is able to be evaluated through current design usability criteria for the
purpose of involving the general population in collective music making.
2
Chapter 1
On Music Literacy: Beginning Simply
As musicians, performers, composers, educators and consumers we tend to take a level
of notational literacy for granted. Many of us have been learning our musical language
while honing our instrumental skills since early childhood. We no more remember our
first encounters with the staff and traditional notation than we precisely recall learning the
alphabet. If we stop for a moment however, to take a closer look at the musical skill-set we
take for granted, we might find an interesting change that is happening in the midst of all
the exposure to the plethora of music available to us today. With the advent of synthesis
and now the proliferation of the use of computer algorithms to create music, our techniques
of digital musical production have begun to outpaced our ability and perceived need to
capture music in a visual way.[7] Now that we can so easily record, mix and share sound
it is almost reasonable to question the need for notation at all. The problem is that the
abilities afforded to us by our computers is not enough. We must be able to communicate
our sonic ideas in a manner which enable a direct connection with other people in collective
music making. Development of notation compatible with our use of technology provides a
way to pass our musicianship for other humans to replicate and advance. Participation for
all can be achieved with simplified notation and a concentrated focus on musical literacy.
In the past, others have attempted to tackle the subject of notational simplicity by
creating tablature for fretted instruments, solfeggio and even Sacred Harp for vocalists.
Some have taken their ideas from other instruments like the fiddle tradition. While
basically aural in nature, ABC Notation has become known for its vast collection of fiddle
Figure 1.1: ABC Notation
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tunes used to preserve older, primarily Celtic melodies for players to read in order to jog
their memory of already known music.[18] It is based on the letters of the musical scale
and groups the letters according to pauses in the melody. It still requires that the player
is familiar with the tune in advance. The most glaring deficiency in the above mentioned
notational system is that of rhythm. Although the time signature is stated, it is due only
the simplicity of the tune and the inherent assumption of player familiarity which makes
this usable at all.
Without aural memory of the tune and without clear rhythmic communication, melody
becomes a jumble of pitches indistinguishable from any other. Thus we are back to the
problem of learning music primarily by ear. One of the most elegant aspects of traditional
musical notation is its ability to clearly indicate rhythm as well as pitch. The dual nature
of this language gives us not only communicational precision but also adds a sometimes
daunting level of complexity to the ability to read music.
According to Per Dahl,
“Literacy in music has changed dramatically over the 11 centuries of music no-
tation. Initially, music notation was used as a memory aid, emphasizing the
importance of the text and the context of performance. Performance practice
drove notation and bringing literacy to music had several consequences, es-
pecially the separation of the creator (composer) from the performer. In the
eighteenth century, the idea of music as a work of art made a new separation
between the performance and the work. This idea opened up a kind of literacy
in music where the musical notation became only one of several written sources
for knowledge that could contribute to the understanding of music, its works,
and performances. The reliability of a performance in classical music has be-
come connected to the performer’s interpretation of the musical score and the
literacy of that music. The fall of literacy in classical music is partly a result
of the dominant factor the gramophone record has had on musical life in the
twentieth century. This has given us a dissemination of classical music that
goes beyond the traditional links between musical content and its social con-
text and performance venues. The importance of the composer is reduced, the
performer’s role and the importance of expressive qualities in the performance
are enhanced, and classical music is about to become a performance practice
again. How do we promote musical literacy?[2]”
Movement toward broad participation in music performance must first involve a lit-
4
Figure 1.2: Our human performer has intentions to produce a certain musical result. These
intentions are communicated to the body’s sensorimotor system (“motor program”). Pa-
rameters are sensed from the body at the gestural interface. These parameters are then
passed to controller software that conditions, tracks, and maps them to the algorithms that
generate the musical material. . . . (Lee and Wessel 1992).
erate population. As long as those who are interested in music making are illiterate,
marginally literate or have only the most elementary level of musical literacy[10] , univer-
sal inclusion[11]and full participation cannot be achieved.
Estelle Jorgensen said,“The reading of the staff notation or the decoding of musical
symbols is a multiple task in itself. Studies on perception indicate that pitch information
and timing information are processed separately .”[10] Therefore, it seems logical that
pitch and timing information is coded separately in western staff notation. In the context
of music reading, studies have confirmed that pitch and timing are perceived separately.
Thus, in music reading the decoding itself entails the separate processes of reading pitch
and timing while these two must be integrated in the motor output. Bearing in mind the
complexity of the task of reading music and successfully conveying the meaning of written
symbols on a staff through a musical performance one may wonder how this can in fact
be done. However, linking music reading fluency with musical giftedness or, perhaps more
seriously, associating a lack of music-reading fluency with a lack of musical giftedness tends
to foster misconceptions of the nature of music-reading ability.”[6]
When we begin learning music, we always start with simple melodies and familiar
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tunes. Identification with what music is, is rooted in basic tonal sounds and rhythmic
patterns. It is not until later, for those who choose advanced music education, that most
of us are exposed to the complexities of abstract sonorities. It makes sense then to utilize
the songs that harken back to our first encounters with music in order to apply a new way
to communicate with each other. People aspire to activities that they see other people
do.[13] This is why we believe that exposure to music by taking children to an orchestral
performance or letting them engage with a musical petting zoo might inspire them to want
to engage in music making themselves.[5]
However, the social and economic realities we face in the 21st century are changing
the manner in which many people can gravitate to personal musical performance. Sooner
rather than later, the access to musical training will become an elite activity left to those
for whom the economic means are readily available.[1]
This brings us to the machines that surround us. We can use these machines to enable
people to discover musical ability, no matter how basic, through a notation which is intuitive
and based on skill-set transferability.
The KeyMusic project is an attempt to simplify rhythmic notation as well as that of
pitch for performance on readily available digital tools. It presents a gateway to participa-
tion in collective music making.
6
Chapter 2
On Notation
We are fortunate to live in a time where we have the immediate ability, at a swipe, to
be able to listen to every type of music ever made. While this is a wonderful asset, it is
time to examine the role of music notation in this global phenomenon. Because of the aural
nature of our present exposure to music and our inability to satisfactorily reproduce it, we
are dependent on vernacular musicianship which increasingly fails in direct proportion to
the complexity of the sound palette. The largest drawback to learning music only by ear
is that we cannot play or share music that we have never heard before. This limits us to
music that has already been performed or saved through our digital media.
There are many reasons to create a new notation that will address many of the needs
of our post-modern, digitally musical world.
To provide the greatest opportunity for literacy to the general public, notation must:
• Be clear and relatively easy to read.
• Utilize already existing traditions of rhythmic and pitch communication.
• Be flexible enough to address many musical situations.
• Utilize existing skills already known by the performer; in this case, familiarity with
the QWERTY keyboard.
• Allow the performer to experience a level of satisfaction that would encourage him/her
to achieve the next level of difficulty and complexity of music making.
• Be able to be played in ensemble as well as solo or with acoustic instruments.
• Be able to be reproduced consistently in a live performance situation.
• Be able to be written by others desiring to increase the body of work.
• Help recover eroding basic western repertoire and song memory.
7
Figure 2.1: KeyMusic Box Notation
In the quest to develop a musical notation that is understandable by the general pub-
lic and played on a computer keyboard, KeyMusic eliminates many standard notational
symbols for the sake of simplicity and visual clarity. Knowledge of all parts of a standard
musical score are not needed to enable the user to read and successfully play a melody. The
KeyMusic notation strips standard music notation down to its most essential elements in
order to display the minimum information required to read and accurately play a melody.
Once these essential elements are present, other elements can be reinserted by the player
or members of the ensemble to clarify expression while maintaining simplicity.
For some digital instruments, especially those whose interfaces are very different from
any acoustic models, the staff based paradigm is confusing at best and inappropriate at
worst. In the boxed KeyMusic notation, the staff has been completely eliminated. In
KMx, KeyMusic Extended notation, the five line staff has been reduced to a single line to
facilitate rhythmic reading rather than pitch reading.
The most critical part of the KeyMusic score is the process for counting aloud while
playing. This process must become second nature to anyone wishing to play a song that
they do not already know or to stay on track while playing with others. The bottom set
of boxes in each line of KeyMusic allows the player to see exactly, at a glance, which key
should be pressed at a given beat or subdivision of a beat.
The time signature is always retained so that the player learns that the time signature
is not a fraction, but a pair of numbers indicating two separate instructions. There is also a
matter of creating a retroactive skillset by which a player can transfer KeyMusic skills back
to the process of reading standard notation if desired. The counting process does not at
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Figure 2.2: KeyMusic Box Rhythms
any time eliminate the need to practice the hand-eye coordination necessary to accomplish
playing the written score.
The rests have been removed for visual clarity. The lack of indicated rests also further
reduce the need for cognitive translation of silence when it is not absolutely necessary. John
Sloboda studied the way musicians interpret the use of space in musical scores.[17] His
findings were similar to anecdotal experiences with KeyMusic where the player intuitively
uses silence after certain keys are pressed or even plays eighth notes rhythms correctly when
they are visibly closer to each other in a measure. Rest indications can be inserted later as
a means of collective expression in an ensemble situation when the players agree that the
end of a phrase needs to be remembered clearly. It becomes a way for the players to learn
to mark the score for their own means of expression and collaborative music making.
The next most obvious indications missing from the KeyMusic scores are the clefs.
Trained musicians understand that the clef symbols are only needed when the five line staff
is being used in order to indicate a precise pitch or in the case of piano, which hand plays.
Since the KeyMusic instrument stores the pitches that are pre-mapped to its keyboard, the
player does not have to know the name of the pitch in order to play it correctly. Knowledge
of pitch names are unnecessary to achieve the immediate goal since the keyboard is marked
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and does not require translation as in standard notation.
The use of a key signature in KeyMusic is also unnecessary at this stage because the
harmonic knowledge afforded by it is already built in to the four part harmony of the score.
Harmonic knowledge will be useful later, when the KeyMusic player wants to improvise
with other musicians not using the scores written in KeyMusic.
This situation can be remedied in the future with the addition of a transpose button
enabling the KeyMusic player to raise or lower the pitches of the keyboard by a half
step. In this way the KeyMusic player would be provided with a means to adjust the
KeyMusic instrument to easily accommodate the range of a singer or any other acoustic
instrumentalist without changing the score that they are reading.
WRITING AND TRANSCRIBING KEYMUSIC
One of the many traditional jobs of a composer is that of an arranger or orchestrator
of already existing musical works. This brings us to writing music in the KeyMusic format.
The need for learning to write music cannot be overstated. Due to the typical remedial
literacy level in the general population, music writing skills have been woefully neglected.
A consistent anecdotal finding by the author indicates that when people say that they have
written a song, they mean that they have only written the words to that song. By being
unable to capture the melody of their song in writing, they have written not a song but a
poem. This inability hampers not only the individual creativity of the creator but more
importantly lessens the number of songs shared with the rest of humanity.
Another crucial reason for having a means by which a person can write music easily
is that of expanding the body of already created musical works that can be read in a
simplified format. Transcription of pieces that are in the public domain or even pieces that
a composer wishes to transcribe into the KeyMusic format would enable more people to
discover the pleasure of playing music that is possibly new to them.
Since KeyMusic is based on a one to one relationship to standard note reading, tran-
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Figure 2.3: KeyMusic ASCII Chart
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Figure 2.4: Finding the SPN
Figure 2.5: Staff View Transcription Tool
scription within the format is relatively simple. The initial process begins with assigning
each pitch its Scientific Pitch Notation (SPN).
Scientific pitch notation is a method of specifying musical pitch by combining a musical
note name with accidental if needed and a number identifying the pitch’s octave. KeyMusic
uses the Yamaha standard of SPN by assigning C3 to the sound of middle C rather than
C4. As of this writing, no absolute standard has of yet been assigned to these pitches.
Once the SPN has been assigned to each note, the writer can use a written KeyMusic
chart to find the appropriate KeyMusic keystroke for each pitch.
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Figure 2.6: Keyboard View Transcription Tool
Figure 2.5 is an example of the original paper chart used to transcribe KeyMusic from
standard notation. The process was clear but became faster as the transcriber grew more
familiar with the SPN of the notes on the staff.
Two alternative charts, figures 2.6 and 2.7 have been prototyped in Max to automate
the transcription process. These Max charts take the process one step further by indicating
the ASCII letter to be placed into the KeyMusic notation grid. The arranger can choose
whether to utilize a staff or a keyboard, depending on their level of familiarity with either.
After the pitch is found, the arranger assigns its rhythmic duration and inserts it into
the KeyMusic boxed notation. (See figure 2.2)
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Chapter 3
On Evaluating Music Notation with HCI Usability
Criteria
Graphical representation for the use of a program, a machine or even a musical instru-
ment is an integral part of both the computer world and the music world. Although these
fields seem, at first glance, to be antipodal, the creation and use of digital instruments is
rapidly drawing them closer.
As musicians, we can appropriate the language of the computer world to evaluate our
own musical notation. By shifting our viewpoint slightly, we can make notation more
universally applicable to new digital instruments as well as making it intuitively usable to
the general public.
We first need to clarify the difference between a symbol and an icon. A symbol is a
simple image whose meaning must be learned. An icon is a simple image that represents
a real thing. In music reading the language is made up of symbols, all of which must be
learned and translated before they can be used. This translation process is the difficulty
that many people have when reading music. In the case of KeyMusic, the letters in the
notation become icons because they are removed from their primary function of representing
a verbal sound able to be combined to form words. A person who does not know the meaning
or use of a letter need only match the picture of the letter on the notation with the one
on the keyboard, at the proper time, to successfully play the notated song. Thus, music
notation when written in this way can be understood as a collection of icons, easily used
by the KeyMusic player.
For music reading purposes, a usability for Human Computer Interaction (HCI) study
can be applied to illuminate the user’s understanding of a given score. Although usability
criteria is usually applied to computer interfaces for design purposes and ultimately for
successful commerce, it could also be very effective when applied to development of notation
for digital instruments.
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3.1 HCI Usability Criteria
Usability - Definition. ISO (International Organization for Standardization)
defines usability as “The extent to which a product can be used by specified
users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction
in a specified context of use." The word "usability" also refers to methods for
improving ease-of-use during the design process.”
Usability for Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is a set of criteria applied by those
who design computer software and hardware to determine how well a product can be used
by people. Usability is defined as a way to ensure that an interactive product is optimized
to enable people to carry out a given task while maintaining the quality of the user expe-
rience (UX).[15] Its objective is to evaluate ease of use, efficacy, and enjoyability from the
user’s perspective. Those criteria are usually effectiveness, efficiency, utility, learnability,
memorability, safety and satisfaction.
• Effectiveness - How well does the system perform?
• Efficiency - What is the time required to achieve the specified goal and the likelihood
of error?
• Utility - Does the system provide all the functionality that the user requires?
• Learnability - Can users figure out what to do by exploring the interface? Does the
10 minute rule apply?[12]
• Memorability - How easy is it for the user to remember after having had experience
with it?
• Safety - Is there recovery from error?
• Satisfaction - Is the user satisfied with the result of using the interface?
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3.2 HCI UX Criteria for Music Notation
The top seven usability criteria are quite applicable to the evaluation of UX for reading
and performing music notation. Efficacy, Efficiency, Utility, Learnability, Memorability,
Safety and Satisfaction can all be applied to music notation. Since these criteria were
intended for another purpose, that of establishing a level of UX for computer hardware and
software, application to music notation will require a slight re-focusing of the stated goals.
Music teachers evaluate a piece of music before assigning it to a student. Many different
terms are used to evaluate the pedagogical value of a piece for a particular student. Peda-
gogical materials are frequently labeled by level or by descriptions like primer, beginner or
intermediate. Since those labels are relatively imprecise, a successful UX for the student is
the direct result of the teacher’s level of experience and expertise. It is a subjective system
that could be improved through the application of different evaluative methods.
When using a computer as a musical instrument, it is more logical to apply usability
criteria to the process of evaluating notation for a new digital instrument.
Typical research methodology, although usual, would be less effective in the case of
attempting to determine user experience and satisfaction with new music notation. Us-
ability criteria when combined with modified qualitative methodology or mixed methods
would be more effective in determining whether a brand new musician could enjoy sight-
reading while using a computer as an instrument. In order to determine satisfaction in
completing a music sight reading task of this kind, a short pre and post task questionnaire,
a simple rating system for the participant and a rubric for the evaluator would be all that
would be needed. All seven usability criteria would be used with the outcome resulting in
establishment of overall satisfaction upon completion of the task.
In the case of effectiveness, standard music notation has become the preeminent means
by which we can communicate a musical idea. Since it has been developed by many
generations of people and tested over the course of centuries, we can confidently say that
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the process, in the hands of an expert user, is the most effective means to communicate
the sonic intention of the composer.
Standard musical notation is also efficient. Built into the language are signals to the
performer when certain passages need to be repeated or played at a different octave range
thus eliminating the need to completely rewrite those passages.
Utility involves the application of the same notational language for any acoustic in-
strument that the composer might desire to use. For every acoustic instrument, a unique
library of symbols has been developed to address the specific needs and special effects of
which that instrument is capable. For example, the string family of instruments has a
special group of symbols to indicate to the performer how the bow is to be used to make
certain sounds or effects. Each instrument family has its own indications while still using
the same basic staff, note and rhythmic system.
Although learnability and memorability are similar musical processes,each are distinct
in this particular context. They are both solidly based upon the user’s level of expertise
and are built upon a lifetime of training and experience.
Playing music is imperative to understanding how a piece of music works. So it follows
that notation that impedes performability inhibits learnability and memorability.
What is learnable to a trained professional is indecipherable to one whose skills have
not been honed over the course of years.
Memorability is similar. Since musical training is so long term, the ability to remember
how a piece of music works becomes more ingrained in the performer as time perfecting
the craft goes by.
The question of safety in music notation is indicated in the score. The use of measure
numbers and section letters all allow the performers to rapidly find passages that need to
be replayed or worked on. Sometimes additional indications are written into the score by
the performer or the teacher during the rehearsal process or lesson, thus making each score
unique to the player’s needs.
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The final outcome or criterion is always user satisfaction. Was the player able to realize
the composer’s intent through the use of the written notation? In the case of songs that are
already well known to the player, the question of satisfaction is simply one of recognition. If
the player can rapidly recognize the melody from executing the notation, they will be more
likely to apply kinesthetic skills through repetition in order to bring it up to tempo, while
using aural memory to self-correct errors. The feedback loop at this stage can be sufficient
enough to give a new player the inspiration to explore further musical development.
3.3 HCI UX Applied to KeyMusic
Evaluating KeyMusic in the light of HCI UX, indicates that simplification of notation
increases the successful performance of music by people with limited or no prior experience
with music reading.
Effectiveness - How well does the notation perform overall?
Efficiency - Were you able to sight-read the song in a reasonable amount of time?
Utility - Does the notation provide all the information you need to play the song?
Learnability - Could you figure out what to do by reading the page?
Memorability - Could you remember what to do if you came back to it later?
Safety - Can you fix your own mistakes?
Satisfaction - Are you satisfied with having played the song?
In the informal KeyMusic questionnaires, all of these criteria are rated by the partic-
ipant on a simple scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being completely useless and 10 being perfect
for the task. Certain criteria were not fully experienced by the participants due to time
constraints. The Memorability and Utility criteria require that the participant revisits the
notation after initial exposure to it. The Safety criteria is based on use of the notation
with an ensemble over time in order to coordinate the group experience.(See Appendix C)
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SOME FUTURE RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Will we find something new if we apply this method of evaluation to the notation we
already have?
Can we make a notation that will serve to provide a satisfactory user experience for
playing digital instruments in the future?
Will the participants experience enough personal satisfaction to pursue playing music
in this format on their own or with friends and family?
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Chapter 4
On the Instrument
Throughout the centuries of creating and improving acoustic musical instruments, hu-
mans have traditionally taken steps to broaden the use of these instruments and pass the
skills needed to play them to others. In our digital world, the invention of new musical in-
struments has increased exponentially. Our digital machines (instruments), are in a state of
constant improvement and flux. The instruments themselves tend to rapidly reach a point
of obsolescence, thereby rendering us unable to ever recreate the composition or perfor-
mance. Even though we can now keep a recording of a single composition or performance,
due to the temporal nature of our art, it is only a snapshot of a moment.
If we were to examine the past, we would see that we are living in a period of transition.
We have been here many times before. The most studied, but not necessarily the most
recent, has been the evolution of the modern piano from the harpsichord and clavichord.
The reasons behind the acceptance of each of these different instruments are sociological
as well as technical. There has been a great deal of scholarship involved in tracing this
particular transition period which is well beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice it to say
that as each instrument came into prominence, there was a need to develop pedagogical
materials to describe how each of these instruments should be played. These materials
were not created by the builders of the instruments but by prominent musicians who not
only played them but wrote pieces to illustrate specific technique in order to pass down
musicianship skills to their students.
In the early 18th century Handel composed a tutorial for one of his students. It was
comprised of keyboard exercises, figured bass and basic compositional training. Later,
the most prominent of these works for keyboard pedagogy was the “Notebook for Anna
Magdelena” by Johann Sebastian Bach. Although many families at the time created their
own notebooks, clearly most families did not have J.S. Bach as their patriarch or C.P.E.
Bach as a progeny. All three of the keyboard instruments, harpsichord, clavichord and forte-
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piano were in use during the same period, with the younger musicians like C.P.E. Bach
having a more open mind about the forte-piano. Although the organ could also be viewed as
a keyboard instrument, by using air and not strings as a vibrating medium, it does not figure
into the direct evolution of the modern piano as do the harpsichord, clavichord and forte-
piano. The piano was still being developed and improved for expressiveness and robustness
throughout these decades. By the early 1800’s, nearly a century after its invention, the
piano was enlarged to encompass seven octaves, strengthened structurally and able to
support demands of both expressivity and virtuosity. All of the pedagogical materials were
heavily influenced by the musical preference of the writer. We can spot these differences in
pedagogical materials from Czerny, with his mechanistic approach to technique, through
the more artistic viewpoint of Schumann with his "Album for the Young", (1848).[9] Of
these two approaches, Schumann’s work speaks more to our 21st Century sensibility that
‘children should not be drilled to become virtuosos, but should play music that would
awaken their own, distinctly childish imaginations.’[9]
As we can see from history, virtuosity is based on the relative stability of instrument
design. The piano, with its push button interface, polytonal nature and enormous pitch
range has become the template upon which many digital instruments have been built. Like
many acoustic instruments, it is simple to play but enormously difficult to master. Its
literature is also built upon over 400 years of human endeavor.
The acceptance of the digital keyboard has already taken over 40 years with no sig-
nificant adaptation of the notation or unique pedagogical materials available for it. Since
this instrument is now embraced as a digital piano by the public due to its weighted keys,
portability, affordability and lack of required maintenance, no need is perceived for the
creation for its own method and pedagogy.
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According to Don Buchla,
“. . . an instrument has to exist long before performance techniques can be de-
veloped and a repertoire arises. Because of this, the market for the instrument
doesn’t exist for many years after the R and D that goes into developing a truly
new instrument.”1
It follows then that the general public will rarely have access or interest in the newest
interfaces due in part to the differences from the acoustic models.
In the past ten years democratization of computer technology has mushroomed,[4] due
in part to the proliferation of smart phones and the almost total saturation of computers
in schools, democratization of technology in the general population is at nearly 90% in
2016.[16]
According to Wessel and Wright,
“Most traditional acoustic instruments such as strings, woodwinds, brass and
percussion place the performer in direct contact with the physical sound produc-
tion mechanism, strings are plucked, tubes are blown, and surfaces are struck.
Here the performer’s gesture plays a direct role in exciting the acoustic mech-
anism, With the piano and organ the connection between gesture and sound is
mediated by a mechanical linkage and in some modern organs by an electrical
connection. But the relation between the gesture and the acoustic event re-
mains pretty much in what one might call a one gesture to one acoustic event
paradigm.[19]”
In the case of an instrument for KeyMusic, the instrument itself is:
Easily accessible by a large number of people.
A ubiquitous user interface.
Producer of monophony or polyphony.
Able to reproduce the range of the largest number of existing acoustic instruments.
Able to reproduce a large abstract sound palette.
Able to have its own means of expressivity. (either hardware based or repertoire based;
eg. through external pedals or through compositional textural techniques in the arrange-
ments).
1The Horizons of Instrument Design/ A Conversation with Don Buchla - KeyboardMag 1982
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Flexible enough to be adapted for people with alternative needs.
Ideally, the instrument could be available on any computer platform with an inter-
net connection for web based collaborative playing. Otherwise, for marginalized, under
resourced communities, a paper copy of the music and a loadable local application would
work as well.
As the instrument is used by a larger population, it will be the players who eventually
create a performance practice and appropriate pedagogical materials for the instrument.
THE INSTRUMENT INTERFACE
Figure 4.1: This is the graphical user interface for this application of the KeyMusic Max
prototype. It is what the player will interact with while reading the onboard notation.
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Figure 4.2: The pull down menu enables the user to choose the song and part for the
desired score.
Figure 4.3: After choosing the song part, press the ‘open song’ button and the chosen score
will be displayed. Future versions of the KeyMusic instrument would allow the player
to select songs from a KeyMusic website and upload them to the instrument’s pull down
menu.
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Figure 4.4: Choose the instrument sound from the 128 sounds in General MIDI. Allows
the player to experiment with instrumentation and possible alternative orchestration for
the song. Future versions of the KeyMusic instrument could allow downloads of other
external instrument patches.
Figure 4.5: Emergency Stop button will immediately stop any sound that may be ‘stuck’.
Transpose up or down by octave will make the sound of the instrument more authentic
to its acoustic range. It can also take the sound of an instrument out of its acoustic
range if that effect is desired. Future versions of the KeyMusic instrument could support
transposition by half step in order to make transposition to another key possible. It would
make the instrument more compatible with vocal ranges and other acoustic instruments,
thus increasing its versatility.
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Figure 4.6: The KeyMusic keyboard mapping below shows the pitches available to the
player and with what QWERTY keys they are associated. It is not viewable on the interface
above. The ‘piano’ keyboard on the interface shows the QWERTY keyboard keys and their
association with piano keys. This is a static picture and does not respond to the pressed
keys.
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Chapter 5
Beyond the Written Page
PERFORMANCE PRACTICE AND PARTICIPATION
The KeyMusic notation and its digital instrument help to fill some missing gaps in par-
ticipative music. It enhances participative music making by means of universal accessibility
on any digital platform and the simplification of notation.
The missing link has been up to now, not the use of digital instruments, but creation
of the means to incorporate, equitably distribute and pass on well established musicianship
skills. Since we tend to teach music in the way we ourselves were taught, the traditional
teaching process is not fast enough nor is it simple enough to enable average musical
competency. Many adults never get past the most rudimentary stages learned in childhood.
They also lack the tools to transfer their adult skills to musical participation.
Many adults students have encountered the barriers and frustrations noted by Jellison.
“By establishing unnecessary prerequisites, precious teaching/learning time may
be wasted and students may become frustrated—their enthusiasm for making
music lost in the tedium. In the process of determining what students will know
and do, and in what contexts, so-called prerequisites should be questioned since
they may place an unnecessary delay on the students learning and dampen
student motivation. Some prerequisites may be functionally related to another
skill in the hierarchy and to the ultimate goal, but many prerequisites have been
erroneously established over generations of teachers and music texts.[8]”
However, Barbara English Maris has a different viewpoint concerning the difficulties
faced by adult students.
“Adults, unlike children, spend most of their time becoming more proficient at
things they already do well. Because conceptual and kinesthetic learning require
different responses, adult music students often face great frustration when they
do not achieve instant success and ‘get it’ immediately. But muscular learning
takes time and requires repetition as well as understanding. The frustrations
of adult students usually result from one of the following situations:
• Not understanding some basic element.
• Not yet having control of the prerequisite skills needed to reach certain
goals with ease.
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• Not allowing sufficient time to accomplish the goals they desire.
• Not knowing how to assess the results of their work and being too vague
in setting goals.
• Not experiencing sufficient gratification for their level of investment in the
project.
The most common reason the adult music students become frustrated and do
not achieve their goals is because they do not establish realistic goals.[14]”
The above statements are widely accepted but unfortunately are only partially correct.
Adults do spend more of their time honing a previously learned skill-set and learning to
play a musical instrument does incorporate both conceptual and kinesthetic learning. The
remaining statements however, place the onus for student frustration on the student rather
than the situation in which the student is involved. This point of view is neither fair nor
reasonable. It is also one of the causes for lack of musical participation in adults who were
participants in earlier parts of life.
There is no need to completely eliminate traditional performance practice for the sake
of simplicity. Some of it can be understood by those with limited musical training or
exposure, intuitively or at least rapidly, with a slight adjustment of vocabulary.
One aspect of music making that has not yet been addressed here is one of intonation.
This oversight is mostly due to the author’s primary training on the piano. The tuning
and intonation of the piano is similar to that of a digital instrument because it is, more
often than not, controlled by people other than the player. A majority of the acoustic
instruments, including the human voice, require the player to learn control of the pitch and
tonal quality produced by the instrument. This takes a great deal of time whether through
mastery of embouchure and breath control, or precision of finger placement and string
tuning. Control of acoustic instrument intonation comprises the majority of the initial
training time allotted to beginners before they are able to investigate the performance of
the music itself.
“The music experience of performing with and for others in a small ensemble
also consists of many related activities, some of which are part of traditional
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sequenced music curricula (sing or perform on an instrument a varied repertoire
of music; demonstrate ensemble skills; read instrumental or vocal scores)[8]”
After removal of the most confusing parts of notational structure, players are able to
immerse themselves in the more interesting and most important parts of collective mu-
sic making, namely that of listening, instrumentation, conducting, cooperation, ensemble
playing skills, writing skills, or self expression.
In the case of playing KeyMusic literature, the performer must adjust certain typing
skill-sets. Typing trains the person to never hold down a key. Careful listening while
playing KeyMusic usually eliminates this issue and allows the player to rapidly distinguish
between staccato or legato articulation.
The ability to easily change the instrumentation of a piece of music is unique to the
digital music world. This can change a piece of music by allowing the players to explore
the myriad of sonic possibilities that would alter the perception of the piece being played.
It is also another way for a performer to interact with their ensemble in a different way.
When one sounds like a lower register instrument, there is a change in the player’s view of
their place in the ensemble.
The most visible role in many performing ensembles is that of the conductor. In the
case of a KeyMusic laptop ensemble, the role of the conductor can be shared among the
players or even adapted for collaboration through an ‘artist-led’ ensemble situation. This
fosters cooperation among the players as well as mitigation of a top-down music making
paradigm.
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Chapter 6
On the Literature
Literature List
The literature list for KeyMusic is constantly being updated. The categories at the
top of the list represent scores that have been completed in various evolutionary formats.
The shaded boxes on the far left hand side of the chart indicate pieces that have been
printed. Due to potential copyright issues, the popular genre pieces are not included in
this document.
MOVE (My Own Virtual Ensemble) is a color coded standard notation arrangement
for lever and pedal harp ensemble.
Wii are arrangements in early box notation, using OSCulator to program and play Wii
remotes.
KM are KeyMusic box notation files playable at this time with SoundTrap.com or the
KeyMusic Max patch.
KMx (KeyMusic extended) are single line traditional notation arrangements with Key-
Music QWERTY letters as the lyric, imported from Finale. These can be exported as Music
XML and displayed with SoundSlice.com. It cannot be played with the keyboard so far
without simultaneously opening a separate synthesizer program like SoundTrap.com. The
grey boxes on the far left indicate scores that are in printed form. [3]
The current Literature List and examples of each format can be viewed in Appendices
A and B respectively.
See Appendix E for an Anthology of KeyMusic Literature.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
The starting point for this project was simply to create a notation by which members
of the general population could readily engage in collective music making. It has revealed
itself to be much more than that.
The ultimate goal for KeyMusic is to serve non-traditional music populations, especially
those without current access to playing traditional acoustic instruments. Some of these
potential KeyMusic users can be found through:
• Under resourced K-12 schools
• Parents wanting to interact musically with their children and families
• Music Therapy programs
• Elder care facilities
• Possible use by Special Needs populations
• Distance Learning programs
Since KeyMusic dovetails quickly with any previously known typing skill-set, it lends
itself to rapid familiarity development with instrument mechanics well as rapid sight reading
of its notation. Once notated, any musical style from very traditional to abstract can be
played. KeyMusic also allows for incorporation of vernacular musicianship (playing by
ear),improvisation and experimentation with unique instrumentation.
Each small part of the KeyMusic project is potentially a world of discovery unto itself.
The torch can be picked up by anyone with a desire to take it further. It has touched upon
a multitude of human situations regarding the establishment of a way to guide people back
to a fundamental activity of music making which is in danger of being lost.
We have tried almost everything to engage people with music making:
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Figure 7.1: Girls Rock KeyMusic 2018
• Brought popular music into the classroom.
• Made technology that allows people to easily view, listen to, and share music from
around the world.
• Created instruments and interfaces to make sounds never used before.
• Miniaturized the recording studio to allow people to capture and mix their own music.
• Endeavored to change the 19th century politesse of the concert hall.
• Combined music and visual art to broaden the musical experience.
But still, performance of Western Art Music remains the purview of an increasingly
small, relatively privileged, insular elite. Until fairly recently, music making has tradition-
ally been an activity within the home environment and localized community. It will be
so again when we relinquish the idea that only professionals are capable of playing music
or passing on musical skills. Our reliance on technology causing many to became merely
passive observers of the musical experience is however the same technology, that when used
with minimal guidance, can become a path to the interconnectedness of musical participa-
tion and culture. Through literacy and the willingness to embrace the creative curiosity
that remains with us throughout our lives, we will be able to expand and preserve our
collective musical heritage. It is a task that will take time. It is a task that will require
the input of many people, but it is also a task that can be approached with and return to
us much needed joy.
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Appendix C
Informal KeyMusic Questionnaires
The following informal questionnaire was given to the participants of the interactive
Doctoral recital on 3/15/19. The questions were based on the seven UX criteria mentioned
in Chapter 3 and the collective performance of one song. Only the UX questions and
the overall results will be shown here. All of the results are based upon the 19 people
in the room and based on a rating scale of 10. The categories reflect that the song was
only attempted once. Memorability, Safety and Utility were not really used during the
approximately 15 minute session. The scores do indicate that a more formal and in-depth
study could be valuable to establishing an understanding of the benefit of the KeyMusic
notation to the musical experience of users. The unanimous feeling in the room was one of
joy and a spirit of fun.
Before
1. What is your age? (circle one) Under 21–Over 21– Retired
2. What is your highest level of formal education?
3. Do you play a musical instrument? If yes, which instrument? If no, have you wanted
to?
4. When did you start playing an instrument?
5. When did you stop playing?
6. Did you take formal music lessons as a child? On what instrument?
7. Rate your music reading skills from 1-10 (1= I don’t read music 10=fluent)
8. Do you play music by ear?
9. Have you played in an ensemble? If yes, what kind?
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10. Rate your typing skills from 1-10. (1=hunt and peck 10=could get a job as a typist)
After
Please rate your experience with KeyMusic: 1= It did not work for me 10=It exceeded
my expectations
1. Effectiveness - How well does the notation perform overall?
2. Efficiency - Were you able to sight-read the song in a reasonable amount of time?
3. Utility - Did the notation provide all the information you need to play the song?
4. Learnability - Could you figure out what to do by reading the page?
5. Memorability - Could you remember what to do if you came back to it later?
6. Safety - Could you fix your own mistakes?
7. Satisfaction - Are you satisfied with having played the song/s ?
Comments:
Use these questions to help you leave extra comments if you want.
Was this a fun experience?
Would you do this on your own?
Would you download this as an app?
Would your rather read the music on a screen or on paper?
Would you recommend KeyMusic to a friend who cannot play an instrument?
Would you recommend this process to your child’s school?
Would you join a KeyMusic ensemble?
Any other recommendations?
RESULTS:
Effective 9.2/10, Efficient 9.1/10, Utility 8.7/10, Learnability 9.2/10,
Memorability 8.2/10, Safety 8.3/10, Satisfaction 9.4/10
Overall Total Score: 8.9/10
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KeyMusic: Post-Concert Survey
Response # Eﬀectiveness 
(1-10)
Eﬃciency 
(1-10)
Utility (1-10) Learnability 
(1-10)
Memorability 
(1-10)
Safety (1-10) Satisfaction 
(1-10)
Average Score
1 7 8 8 6 8 1 9 6.71428571428571
2 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
3 7 9 7 9 10 10 10 8.85714285714286
4 7 9 5 9 10 9 9 8.28571428571429
5 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
6 8 8 7 9 9 5 8 7.71428571428571
7 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
8 10 10 10 10 8 10 9.66666666666667
9 10 10 10 10 10 8 10 9.71428571428571
10 10 10 10 10 9 10 10 9.85714285714286
11 8 8 10 9 9 9 10 9
12 10 9 8 9 10 9 10 9.28571428571429
13 8 6 5 5 5 5 7 5.85714285714286
14 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
15 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
16 10 10 10 10 9 8 10 9.57142857142857
17 9 9 10 10 8 8 9 9
18 10 10 9 10 10 9 9 9.57142857142857
19 10 10 9 10 9 10 10 9.71428571428571
Average 9.052631578947379.15789473684218.736842105263169.15789473684219.111111111111118.263157894736849.421052631578958.98997493734336
Std Dev 1.2235505806431.118687618731921.694504360938551.424513870091081.27827498141228.329570901431270.9015905373704981.18363951702605
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Appendix E
KeyMusic Scores
E.1 Children’s Songs
1.1 Au Clair de la Lune (Traditional French)
1.2 Billy Boy (Traditional American)
1.3 Frere Jacques (Traditional French Round)
1.4 Hush Little Baby (Traditional Southern U.S.)
1.5 Sing We Noel (Sing Noel/African Noel)
1.6 This Old Man (Traditional English)
1.7 Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star (Traditional French Folk Melody)
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E.2 Christmas Songs
2.1 Auld Lang Syne
2.2 Carol of the Bells
2.3 Christ Was Born on Christmas Day
2.4 Deck the Halls
2.5 Ding, Dong Merrily on High
2.6 Go Tell It on the Mountain
2.7 Good King Wenceslas
2.8 Hark the Herald Angels Sing
2.9 Il Est Ne le Divine Enfant
2.10 Jingle Bells
2.11 Joy to the World
2.12 Lo, How a Rose E’er Blooming
2.13 O Come All Ye Faithful
2.14 O Holy Night
2.15 Silent Night
2.16 We Wish You a Merry Christmas
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E.3 Folk Songs
3.1 Amazing Grace
3.2 The Ash Grove
3.3 Barbara Allen
3.4 Down in the Valley
3.5 Home on the Range
3.6 Macarule
3.7 Michael Row Your Boat Ashore
3.8 Red River Valley
3.9 Shenandoah
3.10 Sweet Betsey from Pike
3.11 When the Saints Go Marching In
3.12 Yankee Doodle
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E.4 Classical Themes
4.1 Gabriel Faure: Pavanne
4.2 Jean Sibelius: Finlandia Theme
4.3 Johann Pachelbel: Canon in D
4.4 L.V. Beethoven: Ode to Joy
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Vita
“I am a composer, teacher, sonic artist and musician. My lifelong journey
has been a search for a medium through which I can communicate my personal
truth. Electronic computer music has fulfilled that purpose for me for many
years.”
As a contemporary music composer and performer, Ms. Winn is well
versed in many aspects of current music technology, and incorporates this
specialty into her teaching. She has been teaching piano since 1979. She
has served on the music faculty of Southeastern Louisiana University, and
has been interim director of Southeastern Louisiana University’s Community
Music School. She is currently serving as the Gifted and Talented Music
Instructor for the Zachary Community School system since 2005. She is also
presently a Louisiana State evaluator for Talented Music, and has been an
adjudicator for MTNA, LMTA and the DeBose National Piano Competitions.
Her most recent passion is research into developing notation for repurposed
electronic devices to use as instruments for marginalized and under resourced
music education programs.
B.M., Theory and Composition, Loyola University New Orleans, 1979
M.M, Theory and Composition, California State University Long Beach,
1989,
Ph.D., Experimental Music and Digital Media, Louisiana State University,
Baton Rouge, 2019
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